Platform Offers New & Enhanced Tools

The Lexile® & Quantile® Hub is a convenient online platform that provides educators, parents and students with easy access to more than a dozen new and enhanced reading and math tools. The Hub provides:

✔ **Everything in one place.** Discover new and enhanced tools that support student learning and growth in reading and math.

✔ **Better support.** Enjoy quick start guides and video tutorials.

✔ **Flexibility.** Navigate to tools without signing in or unlock additional feature sets by registering.

Metrics Connect to Useful Tools for Classroom and Home

Many states offer Lexile® (reading) and Quantile® (math) measures for students from their state’s assessment. Lexile and Quantile measures describe a student’s reading and math abilities and can be used to:

- Match students with reading materials or math resources at their level.
- Monitor progress over time.

If you don’t have your student’s measures handy, you can use grade level estimates built into many of these tools.
The Hub has something for everyone. Access is easy!

The Lexile and Quantile Hub’s tools are available at three levels of access:

**FOR EDUCATORS**
Your state’s partnership allows educators free access to all of Hub’s Premium features – a $17.99 value! (Use school- or state-issued email address for access.)

**FOR PARENTS**
Basic+ level members access enhanced tool features by registering.

**FOR STUDENTS**
Basic level guests access core features of the Hub’s tools.

**Get started at:** HUB.LEXILE.COM